Abstract-This paper presents the prototype design and development of a miniature MR-compatible fiber optic force sensor suitable for the detection of force during MR-guided cardiac catheterization. The working principle is based on light intensity modulation where a fiber optic cable interrogates a reflective surface at a predefined distance inside a catheter shaft. When a force is applied to the tip of the catheter, a force sensitive structure varies the distance and the orientation of the reflective surface with reference to the optical fiber. The visual feedback from the MRI scanner can be used to determine whether or not the catheter tip is normal or tangential to the tissue surface. In both cases the light is modulated accordingly and the axial or lateral force can be estimated. The sensor exhibits adequate linear response, having a good working range, very good resolution and good sensitivity in both axial and lateral force directions. In addition, the use of low-cost and MR-compatible materials for its development makes the sensor safe for use inside MRI environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
ERCUTANEOUS coronary intervention (PCI) and electrophysiology (EP) are minimally invasive procedures of the heart that are nowadays performed along existing routes inside the human body, such as blood vessels, and are carried out with the use of catheters. A catheter is a thin and flexible elongated tube that is inserted through a small incision in the groin (upper thigh), the arm, or the neck of the patient [1] , where one of the main blood arteries is located. Catheter diameters are in order of several French (Fr), with one Fr being a third of a millimetre.
During a cardiac catheterisation procedure, the physician intents to reach certain locations via the blood vessels and perform examinations or treatments to tissues of the heart. This minimally invasive surgery (MIS) procedure offers many advantages, including reduced trauma to tissues, Manuscript received September 15, 2009 . The first author's research studies are partially funded by the Alexander S. Onassis Public Benefit Foundation, which is based in Greece, and is greatly appreciated. The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Community ' reduced recovery time, less infections and lower overall hospitalisation costs, as in every other MIS [2] .
Currently, physicians make use of X-ray fluoroscopy to navigate the catheters through the patient's body. This technique involves the use of an X-ray source and a detector to obtain real-time projection images of the patient body and catheter device. It is noted that X-ray fluoroscopy emits ionizing radiation to the patient and medical staff to guide the PCI or EP procedure. This limits the interventional procedure time due to the risks of prolonged exposure to ionizing radiation. Furthermore, the quality of the returned tissue and organ images is poor. Usually, a contrast agent needs to be injected into the blood vessels or the heart in order to improve the visual ability. In large amounts that contrast agent can cause kidney failure and therefore is avoided as much as possible.
The above drawbacks have recently forced scientists to start looking for alternative imaging methods to perform cardiac catheterizations [3] , [4] . One of the new methods that can provide distinct advantages over X-ray fluoroscopy is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). MRI scanners operate with strong magnetic fields used to examine human networks of blood vessels and soft tissues without the need for a contrast agent, producing three dimensional images with superior soft tissue contrast and most importantly without emitting hazardous ionizing radiations. However, an MRI scanner encompass a main constrain. Due to the high magnetic fields, it requires non-magnetic tools and devices. Usually, two main effects have to be considered for MR safety. First, the strong magnetic field can cause displacements of certain metallic materials. Secondly, conductive wires inside an MRI scanner can potentially work as MR-antennas, possibly resulting in heating effects at the tip of the wire. Therefore, magnetic and conductive materials with certain length cannot be used as they could distort the MR images, be displaced by magnetic field (projectile effect), and even heat up, putting the life of patients at risk [5] . Thus, any materials used must be nonmagnetic and MR safe [6] .
In this paper, a new prototype miniature catheter-tip force sensor that employs fiber-optic technology is presented. The intention is to bridge the gap between the detection of contact forces from the tissue-catheter interaction during a cardiac catheterization and the need of MRI-compatible sensors with low manufacturing cost.
II. FORCE FEEDBACK IN CARDIAC CATHETERIZATION
Interventional cardiologists are often able to sense the interaction of the catheter with the internal structures (e.g. blood vessels and atrium of the heart) while performing a catheterization. This haptic feedback is often used by the physician to determine the position and to facilitate the manoeuvring of the catheter. The information feedback from the catheter also indicates, particularly in the case of an EP ablation, the outcome of the procedure, as a good contact of the catheter-tip assures a successful result. However, distinction between involved force components is a difficult task and requires extensive training from the side of the physician to achieve adequate expertise. The difficulty stems from the fact that the forces involved are a combination of two force components: one originates from the friction between the catheter and the blood vessel and the other from the catheter tip when in contact with the blood vessel or cardiac wall [7] . In addition, the orientation of the catheter-tip is independent and difficult to predict making any given task even more complicated.
Many types of force and pressure sensors have been developed in the past for use in catheterization procedures. These sensors were used for different kinds of measurements, such as blood pressure, oxygen level, blood flow, blood velocity and others. They make use of several sensing principles, such as strain-gauges [8] , piezoresistivity [9] , PVDF films [1] and fibre-optic technology [10] , [11] , [15] . However, only a small number of sensors were developed for the detection of contact forces between the catheter and tissue [12] , [13] .
III. NOVEL FIBER-OPTIC FORCE SENSOR

A. Prototype Sensor
For this research, a plastic 7 Fr catheter tube ( Fig. 1 ) was used. The tube is divided in two parts. The first part, the tip of the catheter, accommodates the electrodes for EP ablation and a reflective flat circular face. The occupied area of the reflective surface is equal with the catheter's cross section and is located at the opposite end of the main tip electrode. The second part is the actual flexible shaft of the catheter. The two separate parts of the catheter are connected, positioned and aligned together with a force sensitive (deformable) structure of 12 Fr, allowing a very small gap of 0.6 mm to form between them. The main shaft contains a 0.25-mm-diameter plastic optical fiber. The optical-fiber is held in position in such a way that the one end is at the same plane level where the end of the main catheter's shaft is. The remaining other end of the opticalfiber is connected with a photodiode detector.
With this configuration a light is emitted from a light source through the optical fiber onto a reflective surface and then reflected back to a photodiode. When a force is applied at the tip of the catheter, the connecting structure is deformed and modulates the light intensity that can be read out by the photodiode via an optical coupler and further interpreted as a force signal. In conjunction with the use of one imaging technique (X-rays, MRI), the prototype sensor is able to detect axial and lateral forces separately, by knowing the orientation of the catheter tip in relation to the cardiac tissue wall.
B. Light Intensity Modulation
The principle of operation of the proposed force sensor is based on the variation of the light intensity caused by the change of height h (Fig. 3 ) for axial force loading or rotation of the reflective surface Θ (Fig. 6 ) for lateral force loading and the optical-fiber end. In both cases the light is transmitted and received through the same optical fiber. A Gaussian curve can describe, as proposed by [14] , the light intensity distribution profile of the light beam. The value of the beam's intensity is a function described by the cross sectional radius of the beam. Therefore, the light intensity distribution profile can be expressed in a polar coordinate as , 1 where is the value of the beam's intensity at a radius , is the maximum intensity at radius = 0 and is the mode-field radius; thus, mode-field diameter is equal to 2 . As a Gaussian curve has no boundaries and theoretically the light continues spreading to infinity, it is assumed that a boundary exists where the mode-field diameter is (i.e. radius of the cross section is equal to ). Substituting in equation (1) and assuming a relative intensity of 1, a drop of the light intensity to 1/ 0.135 from the peak value is expected. Fig. 2 . Photograph of the fibre-optic sensor prototype integrated with a 7 Fr catheter. A one GB-pound coin is shown for comparison. Now that the boundaries have been defined, the total flux of light can be estimated as
where . is the total light flux which is transmitted from the optical fiber, D is the diameter of the cross sectional plane of the light intensity distribution profile at the fiber end face and is the current value of the beam's intensity at radius .
1) Axial Force Loading
In the case of axial sensor loading, the optical fiber is facing the reflective surface vertically. The reflected light is received by the same optical fiber in a perpendicular manner in relation to the reflective surface. Any axial applied force reduces distance h between optical fiber and the reflective surface (Fig. 3) . To derive the equation of the collected light flux it is imperative to know the geometry of the light when it reflects at the surface. Fig. 3 shows that the light intensity I drop as the distance h increases, but the amount of light flux always remains the same. The change of the light intensity affects only the mode-field diameter. As a consequence, it must be noted that the total light flux received by the optical fiber is not the maximum emitted light flux at a distance h but the flux bounded by the circular cross section of the receiving optical fiber with diameter d, see Fig. 4 . The following equation derives the theoretical light flux able to be received by the optical fiber with w indicating the mode-field radius at the receiving fiber,
Depending on the distance of the optical fiber from the reflective surface, the received light flux can vary and consequently the voltage output from the photodetector varies. The maximum voltage output that can be detected from the photodetector is given by where transforms the received light flux of the detector into electrical signal and is the factor that represents the optical losses. These losses originate from optical fiber misalignments at the connecting points within the force sensor housing and also from optical fiber bending.
The normalized voltage output is computed from the ratio of the voltage output with the maximal voltage output that can be detected by the photo detector. To validate the mathematical equations a test rig was setup. The test rig consisted of a linear translational stage, a reflective surface (mirror) and a plastic optical fiber with a diameter of 0.25 mm, a core refractive index of 1.492 and a 61° acceptance light angle (thus, angle θ of Fig.3 and Fig.6 is 30.5°). The test rig allows varying the distance between the mirror and the tip of the optic fiber whose longitudinal axis is kept perpendicular with respect to the mirror.
The experiment was conducted three times and the initial Fig. 3 . Geometry of the light intensity modulation in the case of axial force loading of the sensor. distance of the optical fiber from the mirror was set to 2.5 mm; that was the distance above which no change in voltage output could be observed. Translating the stage and bringing the optical fibre closer to the mirror in steps of 0.1 mm and recording the voltage output the experimental curve of the voltage output against the distance was obtained. Using the non-linear least squares Gauss-Newton algorithm the mathematical model (Eq.5) was validated.
The comparison with the experimantal data is shown in Fig.  5 ; a maximum error of 4.8% was observed.
2) Lateral Force Loading When applying lateral forces, the sensor tip part is tilted with regard to the z-axis (the angle between the upper part of the catheter and the main catheter shaft changes). As the deformable connecting link between the catheter shaft and tip accepts lateral forces, the reflective surface rotates to an angle, Θ, with regard to its z-axis. This rotation changes the way the light is reflected back from reflecting surface, diverting it away from the receiving optical fiber. The geometry of the intensity distribution profile for this case can be seen in Fig. 6 .
An experiment was performed to determine the amount of light that can be detected by the photodetector when an optical fiber is placed in front of a rotating mirror. During the experiment the optical fiber was kept stationary and the mirror was positioned in front of the fiber tip in such a way to be able to rotate left and right above the fiber. The experiment was conducted placing the mirror in 1 mm, 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm distance, respectively from the optical fiber. For all three distances, the mirror was rotated from 0° to 15° in increments of 1° step. The voltage output was recorded and the results are illustrated in Fig. 7 . From the graph, it can be observed that the sensitivity of the signal is affected by the distance between the mirror and the fiber; getting closer the mirror to the fiber, the greater the sensitivity. In addition, the voltage drop allows differentiating the axial from the lateral forces; the first yields a positive voltage signal while the second a negative one. That voltage drop increases when the angle of rotation increases.
C. Deformable Structure
In order to connect the catheter tip and the main catheter shaft, a deformable structure was needed. That structure has to be easily deformed when accepting even the smallest of axial or lateral force and, at the same time, has to be MRIcompatible. For this system, the connecting structure was made out of a monolithic silicone rubber material with a hollow cylindrical slotted shape to avoid coupling effects and to maximize the deformations due to loading. The diameter of it is 12 Fr (4 mm) and its height is 10 mm. Under axial loading, the four symmetric vertical bars (the connecting deformable parts of the catheter tip and the catheter shaft) are compressed equally minimizing the distance between optical fiber and reflective surface. On the other hand, during lateral loading, the bars are extended from the side where the force is applied and compressed at the other side, rotating the reflective surface with respect to the fiber.
The deformable structure was simulated using stress analysis software techniques to determine the amount of deformation under various axial and lateral loadings, see Fig. 8 . Fig. 9 (a) and (b) show the simulation results indicating that, under axial loads up to 0.5 N, the structure is linearly deformed with a maximum deformation of 0.28 mm. Under lateral loading, the structure rotates linearly as a function of the applied force by up to an angle of 8 degrees. It must be noted that the structure is able to withstand 1 N of force before permanent damage is caused to it. Fig. 8 . The developed deformable structure in a deformation analysis using finite elements. Left: deformation of the structure in axial loading of the catheter tip. Right: deformation of the structure in lateral loading of the catheter tip. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Experiments to calibrate and test the performance of the sensor make use of a constant red light source to transmit light with a wavelength of 650 nm through a 0.25-mm optical fiber. The light bounces on the reflective surface and is collected back from the same optical fiber which is in turn connected to a fiber-optical coupler with 50:50 splitting ratio. Through the coupler the received light signal is guided to a photodiode detector, where it is transformed to a voltage signal. The voltage signal is then amplified and filtered for noise suppression. The amplified voltage output is send through a data acquisition card to a personal computer where the signal is further managed, observed and recorded using software techniques. The schematic representation of the entire system is shown in Fig. 10 .
A. Loading-Unloading Cycle
The test rig for the calibration process consists of the sensor, a rigid support to hold a linear translational stage in vertical position and an electronic scale. The developed sensor was mounted onto the linear stage vertically facing the electronic scale. The linear stage was able to move the catheter up and down. Forces exerted on the tip of the sensor as pressing it against the scale were measured. Increased vertical displacement of the stage in negative (downward) direction corresponded into increased force exertion on the electronic scale. During the experiments the load on the sensor was increased in increments of 5 grams and the voltage output signal from the sensor was recorded. When 0.5 N of force was reached the linear stage moved back decreasing the load again in increments of 5 grams. The same protocol was applied laterally loading the sensor. This time a lateral force was applied to the tip of the sensor and measured by the scale. The experiments were repeated five times to verify the repeatability of the sensor. The sensor loading and unloading curves proved to be relatively linear with small hysteresis, Fig.11 .
Under axial loading the sensor has a sensitivity of 1.9 V/N, a linear working range of 0.5 N ranging from 0 to 0.5 N ( 0.9965) and a resolution of 0.008 N. Under lateral loading it has an orientation dependent sensitivity possibly due to assembly misalignments; the sensor sensitivity varies from 3.0 V/N to 3.5 V/N depending on the side where the contact force is applied. The force working range is relatively linear from 0 to 0.5 N ( 0.9739) and the resolution is approximately 0.004 N. The experimental results clearly show that the sensor is best operated in the range from 0 to 0.6 mm (relatively linear region). A mirror distance of 0.6 mm or higher will result in non-linear behaviour and, in this region, the light intensity changes is small and more difficult to interpret. It is also noted that slight deviations from the perfect normal position or the perfect tangential position will still result in good estimates of the forces.
B. Silicone Tests
In order to investigate the behavior of the force sensor in interventional procedure condition further experiments were performed to simulate the motion of the catheter if moved by the hand of a physician.
During these experiments the catheter was attached to a slim rod. The catheter tip was left to stand free 20 mm out of the rod's length while its other end was rigidly connected to a force sensor, ATI nano17 (ATI Industrial Automation, Inc., NC, USA). The aim was to compare the force output response of the developed force sensor to the force outputs of the force sensor whilst being subjected to the same dynamic loading and unloading conditions. During a first experiment, Fig.12 , the developed sensor was held by a human vertically above a silicone block simulating the tissue of the heart. The catheter tip was moved to touch the silicone block several times to mimic the EP ablation procedure, where the physician touches the tissue and performs a burn. The force output signals from both sensors are shown in Fig. 12 . The experiment was repeated for lateral loading by pressing the catheter tip parallel to the surface of the silicone block such that the lateral forces applied to both sensors could be compared; Fig. 13 . These experiments show that the developed tip sensor can detect forces under axial or lateral loading and unloading conditions. It was found that the results of the developed fiber-optic sensor matched the results of the commercial force sensor very well.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper reports the preliminary findings of a miniature prototype force sensor that was developed and integrated with a 7 Fr EP ablation catheter to tackle the lack of force feedback that physicians encounter during cardiac catheterization. The sensor employs a single optical fiber, a reflective surface and a deformable structure. One optical fiber was used to save space inside the already constrained catheter shaft space, to keep the manufacturing cost low and to decrease the complexity of the entire system. Through that design the sensor is able to detect the interaction between axial or lateral forces of the catheter tip and tissue only when an assistive imaging technique is indicating the orientation of the tip. Deformation of the sensor's structure modulates the light intensity making it possible to determine the applied forces. The materials used for the development of the sensor make it MR-compatible and thus safe for use inside MRI environments. Calibration and further experiments in soft tissue effigies returned satisfying results proving the feasibility of this low-cost force sensor prototype. More detailed experiments, clinical trials and improvements are required. However, this paper shows that fiber optic sensors have the potential to be used in such minimally invasive procedures. Fig. 12 . Dynamic axial response of the force sensor when the catheter is pressed against a silicone block four times randomly by hand. The force results are compared with the response of a commercial force sensor. Fig. 13 . Dynamic lateral response of the force sensor when the catheter is pressed against a silicone block two times randomly by hand. The force results are compared with the response of a commercial force sensor.
